
Physiology, referring to the ordinary function of human anatomy, informs one's
understanding of the Bible, much like one gains insight into the scriptures through
human psychology. We are embodied creatures. God didn't make us disembodied
divine spirits. We think and act within these mortal frames, needing their protection,
senses, and sustenance. Our physiology perceives and reacts to threats before we
even think about them. Our bodies groan for water and food both when they are
utterly unavailable and when they surround us in plenty. We see and desire, hear
and shudder, sense and run. The roads, reservoirs, and residences we construct,
fields and orchards we tend, and families we form and protect to raise our children
are natural responses to our embodied human physiology. Hunger, thirst, shelter,
sexual desire, and protection from extreme heat, extreme cold, and human or animal
violence are all physiological needs and interests that drive our conduct, commerce,
and development and accumulation of property. Physiology is a very large and
necessary part of our story.

Physiology is thus a great teacher for
understanding the Bible, including the
development and history of ancient Israel. The
Bible’s accounts and Israel’s excavated ruins
prove our physiological imperatives,
temptations, fears, and anxieties. Elijah ran
down Mount Carmel, both fast and far, to
receive raven nourishment at the brook and
hear God's whisper on Mount Sinai, his

actions, senses, and responses all critical to the story. Jewish settlers located cities
for their fields and waters. Roman rulers conscripted slave labor to build their
nourishing aqueducts and comforting pools. Jewish rebels chose desert canyons for
their hidden waterfalls and occupied abandoned fortresses for the tunnels they could
dig in which to hide. Jews and Gentiles sought Jesus for physical and mental
healing, knowing their need for improved physiology. The physician or physical
therapist has insights into the Bible, just as do the psychologist and historian. Read
the Bible through the lens of physiology. The Bible has that story to tell, too.


